TAFA Choral Evaluation
Study Guide
1. Memorize the CHORUS CREED:
We pursue an attitude of unity so that with one heart and mouth we may glorify the God and Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ. (Romans 15:5) In this, we will achieve excellence that honors God and inspires people.
2. Note Identification: Be able to label notes in the treble and bass clef.

3. Key Signatures: Memorize the rules for identifying sharp and flat key signatures.
Sharp rule: The last sharp is TI. Go up one note to find DO.
Flat Rule: The second to last flat is DO. or The last flat is FA. Go down four notes to find DO.
Examples:

4. Note and Rest Values:

= eighth note (1/2 beat)

 = eighth rest (1/2 beat of silence)

 = quarter note (1 beat)

 = quarter rest (1 beat of silence)

 = half note (2 beats)

= half rest (2 beats of silence)


= dotted half note (3 beats)

= whole rest (complete measure of silence or 4
beats of silence)

= whole note (4 beats)

5. Be able to match the following dynamic markings and musical markings:
A. mezzo forte
B. mezzo piano
C. piano
D. forte
E. fortissimo
F. pianissimo

mf
mp
p
f
ff
pp

moderately loud
moderately soft
soft
loud
very loud
very soft

G. crescendo
H. decrescendo or diminuendo
I. ritardando
J. accelerando
K. tenuto

cresc. or
dim. or
rit.
accel.

get louder
get softer
gradually slow down
gradually speed up
held; hold note for full value with a bit of a push

L. accent

emphasize note or punch the note

M. fermata

hold longer than normal value

N. staccato

short and detached

6. Time Signatures:
The top number tells now many counts are in each measure. The bottom number indicates what kind of note
gets one beat.
4 = 4 beats per measure
4 = quarter note receives 1 beat

3 = 3 beats per measure
2 = half note receives 1 beat

7. Score Marking:
Label and answer the questions to the following exercise below:
1. Which CLEF is the exercise written in? TREBLE 5. How many phrases are in this exercise? 3
2. Identify the KEY SIGNATURE. KEY of Eb
6. Color code the dynamics.
3. What is the TIME SIGNATURE? 3/4
7. Mark the breaths.
4. How many measures are in this exercise? 12
8. Write in the solfege syllables under each note.

8. Diction Markings:
1. Mark the consonants.
2. Circle the most meaningful words/syllables in each line to emphasize word-stress.
My heart is steadfast, O Lord.
I will sing and make music with all my soul.

